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Abstract- Super-resolution (SR) is the most popular area in Image processing and it was obtaining a high-resolution image from Low-resolution blurry/noisy, motion blur image, multi-focused images, etc. Regularization is use in SR for making the image sharp and smooth without noise. Single image SR using Regularization with fusion proposed for multi-focused images and noisy images. A proposed system is present combination of two different approaches to solving noise, ill-posed and unfocused problem of images. Regularization based SR completed in three steps are Registration, interpolation, and Regularization and it will improve quality, reduce time-complexity. In this paper the experimental results describe feasibility and effectiveness of proposed approach. It will increase peak signal ratio, remove artifacts, work for the whole area of the image and increased a quality of an image for the human visualization purpose. Based on performance analysis and experimental results, we can prove that our proposed methodology efficient and reliable for improving performance than the other Super-resolution methods.

Index Terms- Regularization, Blur metric, Likelihood estimation, Fusion, Interpolation, Super-resolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Super-Resolution is the process of obtaining one or more high-quality images from one or more low-resolution images. Super-resolution has many applications which are used in real-world. These applications are biometrics, satellite, medical image processing and analysis of text, read license plates [1] [14] Methods for the Super-resolution are classified into Frequency Domain and Spatial Domain. These two methods are classified into different methods. Frequency domain totally based on mathematics and spatial domain method deal with pixels, blur estimation. The Spatial domain has two types are: Multiple and Single images Super-resolution. In our proposed approach, single image Super-resolution combines with multi-focused image fusion technique. In our proposed methodology used fusion concept for making a focused image from unfocused images. Should single image generated from the set of images and frame image fusion a maximum of information, who exercise for human and machine [2].

It can improve reliability and capability of image [2]. The resultant fusion image was complete from input or low-resolution images and more information content than does the input. Fusion can remove the unfocused area of the image and fused the original multi-focused image. The optical lens has limited depth; it is not possible to get all relevant information of objects in images or focus. Overcome the limitation we used fusion process. It can obtain every object in the focus of the image and the fusion process fused image for a better view of human perception [2]. There are important requirements for image fusion process [3]:

- The fused image should preserve all relevant information from the input images.
- Image fusion should not introduce artifacts which can lead to wrong diagnosis.

One most important requirement of the fusion process is Registration of the image for the pre-processing, where registration do the transformation of different data in a single coordinated manner [4]. Super-resolution is enhancing the image quality of a real-time application. Here, we proposed single image Super-resolution for multi-focused images with fusion technique. Basically, single image Super-resolution can be constructing a high-resolution enlarge of the low-resolution [5]. The frame super-resolution, the synthesis of high-resolution targets (HR) image with data collected from the input low-resolution (LR) data set or training images. Super-Resolution concept traditionally called Example based or learning-based methods. This concept used for the single image Super-resolution and image was used to get in terms of quality. Example-based SR concept to explain that the input low-resolution images to find for their correlated or similar stains from the low-resolution images of training LR images data, and corresponding high-resolution images versions are used for the final output [6]. Other learning based method has the goal to modeling the relationship between the images with the different resolution by observing images prior information. This model used for the output prediction of Super-resolution [8].
Previous existing methods for single image super-resolution explain by Sultan et al. [6] And Lin Li et al. [9], that used the total variation regularization and the fusion concept to do single image SR. Also, these approaches used in our proposed method and analysis of the method performance with them.

1.1 Motivation and Justification of proposed approach

The conventional technique of the SR resolution used the different principle to do image reconstruction. It can used fusion, regularization, sparse domain method, etc., but we can use two concepts together to reconstruct a low-resolution image. Single image Super-resolution was used the different principle to do the improvement of the image. It has fusion principle [6], regularization, sparse representation, etc. There are many issues with this method and we try to solve some of the issues among it. In [6] used fusion, but there is used Discrete Wavelet transformation (DWT) fusion and curvelet fusion, but there is one problem with DWT. The Problem is large number of coefficients in all scales in accordance with the edges of the image [6] [7]. Because of this problem Single image Super-resolution has some artifacts present in the image.

Overcome or decreased the problem in our proposed approach used discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and after DCT variance’ output used in Single image SR to do regularization with the bicubic method. Single image Super-resolution with fusion approach, it has first multi-focused images and then after reconstruct the single focused image. The objective of the fusion and single image super-resolution are to reconstruct the image and make it sharp and smooth terms of quality.

Michal et al. [10] SR approach deal with the problem of scale-up in an image using the sparse modeling representation system to recover the image. Still, there is a problem occurs ill-posed, it is required to overcome this problem to regularize it. In our proposed system regularization steps to do E-intra or E-inter to set the pixel size and reconstruct the high-quality image using DCT variance [11] fusion concept. It may be time to reduce complexity as to compare SR with sparse domain selection process [12] are, bicubic and compare other Super-resolution technique.

Justify our proposed approach to increasing the quality of image with fused low-resolution image. Where lead bicubic interpolation and estimation of the probability to do zoom for resizing and after regularization apply in the same size high clear picture as input image size. The proposed approach can do DCT variance fusion for the multi-focused image and it is getting an output of single focused image and generate low-resolution single image used for the SR implementation input and then after applying interpolation, regularization to reconstruct image and increase fidelity of the original input image. It is used to eliminate artifacts, blurring and reduced ill-posed problem, reduce motion effect at a certain level. Here, we can also calculate mean squared error (MSE) for the image and other Single image SR methods are calculated only calculated PSNR and SSIM.

1.2 Outline of the approach

The pre - processing technique to make a fused image and arrange "all- in-one" focused. Divided 8 × 8 blocks during the merge process in the image and apply DCT variance. After this stored image as a low-resolution image fusion. Our system can calculate the parameter to compare with an increased ratio with other and this parameter are: PSNR, SSIM, MSE and blur metric.

1.3 Organization of the paper

This paper organized as follows: Section 2 describes proposed Single image SR based on the fusion of multi-focused images in detail. Section 3 shows the algorithm for proposed SR. Section 4 presents the experimental result and performance analysis. Sections 5 display the conclusion of the proposed approach and future work. Section 6 display acknowledgement.

2. SINGLE IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION WITH DCT VARIANCE FUSION BASED METHOD

Here, Single image Super-resolution for Multi-focused low-resolution Images. In this paper, we propose Super-resolution with fusion concept and it is used DCT variance algorithm for fusion. After fusion, we can apply Super-resolution algorithm and it is divided in steps are:

Direct Register fused Low-resolution (LR) image.

Interpolation (cubic/bicubic)

Apply Regularization algorithm on LR image (Reconstruction process).
In figure 1 shows that actual process of Single image Super-resolution with fusion. There are multi-focused images uses as input and divided into 8*8 blocks to do the same size of each image. After the process of dividing blocks apply DCT variance method to make images in one focus. Now, we apply our proposed algorithm to make an image in the high resolution from multi-focused images.

In our algorithm, we used Interpolation, Inpaint method to do interpolate or extrapolate the holes during interpolation process, finally used regularization for making smooth, sharp image. End of the process we get an output as the high-resolution image in visual based.

3. ALGORITHM FOR SINGLE IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION BASED ON REGULARIZATION

Figure-1: Block diagram of proposed system.

Figure-2: Algorithm for proposed System.
Figure 2 shows algorithm used for making high-accurate image from multi-focused low-resolution images. Description of given figure 2 algorithm follows are:

**Description:** Applying Multi-focused image fusion method on input and image divide into blocks. After that Applying DCT Fusion method and get an output of the single image. This output image used as input of the SR (Super-Resolution) algorithm and apply Interpolation and Regularization for the Reconstruction of the image.

Proposed system divided into two phase:

- Phase-1 can fuse multi-focused image and
- Phase-2 can apply Super-resolution method on fuse image to get high-quality image.

**Following steps describe scenario of Phase-1:**

**Step 1:**
Take the set of unfocused image or low-resolution images from the database.

**Step 2:**
Input image divided into an 8*8 block and make size same of the image.

**Step 3:**
This divided image on apply DCT variance method to do focus of the image.

**Step 4:**
After applying DCT method, it was get fused low-resolution image output.

Now, up to this process get one output is fused low-resolution single image and we proposed here one more algorithm for this fused output image. Here, Interpolation can extrapolate holes of the image.

**Step for the phase-2 describe below:**

**Step 1:**
Take input image as an output of the algorithm 1 and do super-resolution on this image.

**Step 2:**
Select R.O.I for the SR and resize image up to two times large. Then the create filter for the point spread function (PSF).

**Step 3:**
After that completion of the initial stage, we can do interpolation for enlarging the image and make up-sampling or down sampling with input.

**Step 4:**
In this step, we will use regularization for the final output process and estimate bur metric and error of the image. Finally, reconstruct the high-resolution image from the low-resolution image.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

4.1 Performance Parameter for Single image Super-resolution

In order to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed model, covering Low-resolution images under various conditions including: multi-focused, noisy, and blurry. The experiments were conducted on different databases like Berkeley Super-resolution and Deblurring Dataset, Multi-focused Sensor Dataset. Here, performance measure on different kind of parameter to describe the quality of an image.

The Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is calculated by:

$$PSNR \ (db.) = 10 \log_{10} \frac{peakval^2}{MSE}$$  \ (1)
Blur Metric is calculated by:

\[
\text{Blur} = \max (\text{blur}_F_{\text{Ver}}, \text{blur}_F_{\text{Hor}})
\]  

(2)

4.2 Database Description

The proposed method used database for simulation is Multi-focused images and blurry images to improve the quality of images. It is used images from Multi-Sensor Database, blurry/noisy images (flickr.com) and unfocused images available at (http://dsp.etfbl.net/mif/ [13]).

The database has images size are 512*512, 128*128 etc., pixels. In proposed method, we use one reference image for our better simulation result. This dataset has gray scale images and color images are present and it can use for simulation purpose. Our proposed method used both type images and results get in multi-focused gray-scale for a better view of the smooth image. It is helpful in the sensor type algorithm.

4.3 Experimental Results

Now, experimental results of our proposed method show in different phases are described the situation of an image in various view like map view, estimation of likelihood, error phase, masked view, reconstruction of an input image. Figure 3 show simulation results of Image 3 with PSNR, SSIM, and blur metric.

![Simulation Results](image)

Figure-3: Simulation Results (a) Input Focused low-resolution large image (b) Estimated image of likelihood (c) regularied image by interpolation (d) delta view of interpolate image (e) masked view of input image (f) map view for smoothing image (g) calculate error of image (h) final output reconstruct high-resolution image (PSNR= 28.29 db., SSIM= 0.851, blur metric= 0.33db.)

Testing proposed method on different images and get results with PSNR, SSIM, Blur metric and Timing parameters. This tested result show below in Table-1:

Here, our proposed method improve quality, make smooth image and images are “all-in-one focused”. Also calculate Blur parameter to present ratio of blur and it’s different from other existing methods. Our proposed method is getting better results than other methods show in the analysis table. Also, it is describing working of every stage and analyzed the result.
Table-1: Proposed method Simulated Results of different images with its parameter’s value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGES</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>BLUR METRIC</th>
<th>TOTAL TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>26.27</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>15.023 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>26.853</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>29.807 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>34.831</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>37.005 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>31.340</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>32.925 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>29.910</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>30.958 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly</td>
<td>27.051</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>33.944 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 1</td>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>12.078 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 2</td>
<td>35.57</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>33.270 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 3</td>
<td>28.29</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>36.740 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 performance analysis

In performance analysis, we compare our method with existing methods of Single image Super-resolution based on the parameter. There are two parameter PSNR and SSIM use for comparison. In Table-2 shows Comparison of a different method which is related to Super-resolution.

Table-2: Compare proposed method with existing methods with PSNR and SSIM value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td><strong>0.890</strong></td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>29.796</td>
<td>32.669</td>
<td>32.506</td>
<td>32.293</td>
<td><strong>34.831</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7287</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td><strong>0.863</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>27.279</td>
<td>30.125</td>
<td>30.510</td>
<td>29.480</td>
<td><strong>31.340</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td><strong>0.861</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>23.423</td>
<td>28.056</td>
<td>27.875</td>
<td>26.989</td>
<td><strong>29.910</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td><strong>0.869</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly</td>
<td>Butterfly</td>
<td>21.080</td>
<td>26.772</td>
<td>27.099</td>
<td>25.099</td>
<td><strong>27.051</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td><strong>0.895</strong></td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>24.321</td>
<td>28.659</td>
<td>28.861</td>
<td>27.678</td>
<td><strong>29.997</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td><strong>0.853</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In proposed method has one parameter which is present blur in image and it’s calculated by maximum value of the vertical and horizontal size of the input an image and it is metric show in decibel (dB) value. Table-2 present values of PSNR and SSIM of images and our proposed system has the highest value of PSNR in every simulation results. Some cases are there for SSIM values which are highest in different methods. But in last average value prove that our proposed technique is best for this type of database and it can used in Sensor network, forensics department, satellite, human visual perception and surveillance system.
Now, we derived graph for the Analysis table. Given below figure s4 shows the results in graph.

![Graph for image with PSNR and SSIM value of different methods](image)

Figure 4: Graph for image with PSNR and SSIM value of different methods (a) Leaves image graph (b) Girl image (c) Hat image (d) peppers image (e) Butterfly image (f) final average of all methods and values of PSNR & SSIM with images.

### 5. CONCLUSION

In this Paper, a novel and effective description for Single image Super-resolution with regularization proposed for Low-resolution Multi-focused, noisy/blurry images. It is enhanced low-resolved images and improves quality. It is use regularization with fusion
technique to the made image sharp and smooth. It can successfully remove motion blur and slightly reduce the ill-posed problem of image. The proposed method has one advantage that decreased time-complexity than existing methods. Our approach calculates blur metric parameter which unique from the other methods.

In future work, proposed works for more improve edges quality of image and try for reduce the ill-posed problem from the image. Also, it is used in video single frame to increase smoothness, peak signal ratio.
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